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Summary

In this paper variance balanced designs have been constructed inunequal block
sizes for situations when suitable BIB designs donotexist for a given number

^ of treatments because of the constraints bk = vr and X(v —1) = /• (Ar —1).
keywords-. Group Divisible Designs; BIB Designs; -4-efficiency.

Several methods ofconstructing variance balanced designs with unequal
block sizes, unequal replications and even unequal concurrences have
been advanced in the literature (John, [3], Hedayat and Federer [2], Tyagi
[5], Khatri [4], and Agarwal and Kumar [1]). This note gives a method
of constructing variance balanced designs for v + 1 treatments using
Group Divisible {GD) designs for v treatments.

Consider a GD design jDc with the parameters v= mn, b, k, r, Aj = 0,
Xt,m, n. Form mblocks of size n such that within a block all the treat
ments are first associates. Add a new treatment in each of the m blocks
and call the resulting design Da. Repeat the design Da « times and the
design Da Ptimes. We then have thefollowing theorem:

Theorem 1. The design D* = aDe U PDa is variance balanced if and
t/v ifonly if

k h + I' (1)

where a and Pare the smallest integers satisfying (1).
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Proof. A connected design is variance balanced if and only if the
information matrix pertaining to the parameters of interest is of the form

C=6il-J\v), (2)

where I is an identity matrix of order v and 7 is a v x v matrix with
unitary entries, and 6 is a scalar constant.,

For design i)*, "the. constaht 0 wouli either be 0' = AW*lk or
6" - Pv*/(h + 1). It, therefore, folloWs that the design D* would be
variance balanced if and only if (1) holds.

Remark 1. The parameters of the design Z)* are v* = v + 1, 6* = «».
+ Pm, r* = ttr "l" p(l ~ li 2, •. . v)> rj+i = Pra, =']<,{] = 1, 2, ... ,
fc), kj=n+ 1 (j = «6+ij • . • • » i"

Remark 2. In the special case when k = n -\- 1, the design D* would
be BIB design with parameters v* = v + k* — n + 1,
r'^ = r -\r b* = b + mpl

Consider again designs Da and Da. By taking n + 1 treatmentsof each
of mblocks of the design D^, construct m BIB designs each with para
meters 7—11+ \,k,>^,b,r and then define a design Db as the union of
these m BIBdesigns. Now repeat the original design Da f times'and the
design Db S times. ' .

Theorem 2. The design D"^.* = -{Da \J..^Db is variance balancedif and
only if

Y^2 (3)
k k'

where y and Sare thesmallest integers satisfying (3).

Proof. It is obvious.

Remark 3. The design D** would be 5/5 design if /t = fc.

Illustration 1. Consider a GD design iJc? with the parameters v = 12,
m= 6,n = l,b = 8, k = 6, r = 4, = 0, K = 2 and with block
contents (1 2 345 6), (1 4689 11), (2 367 10 11), (3 47 8 11 12), (1 2
9 10 11 12), (1 3 5 8 10 12), (24 57 9 12), (5 67 89 10) and design Da
with block contents (1 7 13), (2 8 13), (3 9 13), (4 10 13), (5 11 13), (6 12
13). The equation (1) is satisfied by « = p = D* = Dg KJ Da is -y
variance balanced design and requires 66 units with the same C-m^rix

' as that of the BIB design with parameters v* = 13, = 3, ' = 1,
= 6, = 26, , . , . •

y

-f
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Illustration 2. Consider a GD design Da with parameters v= 8,w = 4,
« = 2, r = 4, 6 = 8, /c = 4, = 0, A2 = 2 with block contents (12 3
4), (5 6 7 8), (1 2 7 8), (3 4 5 6), (3 8 1 6), (7 4 5 2), (1 4 6 7), (2 3 5 8),
and a design Dbwith block contents (1 5), (1 9), (5 9), (2 6), (2 9), (6 9),
(3 7), (3 9), (7 9), (4 8), (4 9), (8 9). The equation (3) is satisfied for
Y= 8 = 1. So the design D** = Da V Db is variance balanced and
requires 56 units with the same C-matrix as the BIB design with para
meters V* = 9,k^ = 2, r* = 8, A* = i, b'i' = 36.

The overall /4-efficiency based on all the estimable parametric functions
of variance balianced design is given by

tr W'̂ = V—1 _ aiQ}^ —6+1) . _£2 az{b —1)
vq b* b b*q

(see Khatri; [4]).

The overall ^4-efficiency ofthe usual BIB design with parameters v= 13,
b = 26, k —3, r = 6, X= I and the design given by illustration 1 is

.tr = 13.0, and tr = 6.42, respectively.
This shows that the design given by illustration 1 is ^-efficient as com

pared- to the corresponding BIB design.
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